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The Internet is becoming the medium of choice for delivering geologic information
to both technical users and the general public. The Indiana Geological Survey (IGS)
is currently creating a Web-based glacial and bedrock geologic map site for Allen
County in northeastern Indiana. Allen County is the site of Fort Wayne, Indiana’s
second largest city, and lies within IGS mapping and outreach priority areas based
on population density and transportation corridors. This Web site provides detailed
geologic information in an area that continues to experience pressure on natural
resources by a large population and expanding transportation network. It is
anticipated that the information from the Web site will be widely used by the general
public and by industry and government entities.
The Allen County Web site includes an Internet map server (IMS), as well as
illustrations, educational summaries, and discussions of geologic maps, terrain
images, and databases that complement the IMS. The site provides a front-end to
the IGS enterprise geodatabases, which contain information used simultaneously
for research and for viewing by the general public. The geodatabase systems allow
maps and data to be efficiently created, managed, updated, and distributed.
Maps provided on the Allen County Web site include: (1) digital elevation model
terrain, (2) Landsat imagery, (3) surficial geology, (4) drift thickness, (5) bedrock
topography, (6) bedrock geology, and (7) water-table elevation. Technical database
information includes: (1) lithologic information compiled from water-well information
in the Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water well records,
(2) natural gamma-ray geophysical log data, (3) stratigraphic test hole data, and
(4) petroleum-well data. The development of the Web site was funded by the IGS
and the Central Great Lakes Geologic Mapping Coalition.
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This Web site was completed by the Indiana Geological
Survey and focuses on the geology of Allen County in
northeastern Indiana. Allen County is the site of Fort Wayne,
Indiana’s second largest city, and lies within the Central Great
Lakes Geologic Mapping Coalition priority areas, based on
population density and transportation corridors.
The Web site includes an Internet map server, as well as
illustrations and educational summaries and discussions of
geologic maps, terrain images, and databases to complement
the Internet Map Server. The preliminary development of the
concepts and terrain images was completed during earlier
Coalition-funded tasks. Users of these products include the
general public and water- and mineral-resource,
environmental, planning, and public health professionals.
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INTERACTIVE MAP VIEWER
The digital elevation model
(DEM) is the homepage for
the interactive map. Layers
contained in the site can be
turned on and off using the
Map Layers palette to the
right of the view. Legends
for each layer can be viewed
by clicking the Legend
dialog box in the top left
corner of the map view.

The aerial photos of Allen
County on this Web site have
a resolution of 1 foot (each
pixel represents 1 foot on the
ground). These very detailed
images can be used for
mapping landforms or for
observing changes to the
landscape over time.
The photos were made
available by the National
Aerial Photography Program,
which was coordinated by
the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS). The original purpose
of this program was to provide
the USGS with accurate and
cloud-free photographs to
assist in the creation and
revision of topographic maps.
These photos are usually
taken during the winter
months to minimize the
leaf cover.

Digital elevation models of
the United States have been
available through the U.S.
Geological Survey since the
early 1990s. Since then,
resolution has continued to
improve; the Allen County
DEM on this Web site has a
resolution of 1.5 feet to the
pixel. The hillshade made
from this raster allows for
shadowing, making variations
in the elevation changes
appear more realistic.

Digital elevation model of Allen County

Aerial photos of the Three Rivers area in Fort Wayne

This map layer of a digital raster graphic (DRG)
is a scanned image of the
U.S. Geological Survey’s
1:24,000-scale topographic
maps. The scale of these
digital maps match the
original paper maps.

These infrared images of the
same area in Allen County are
from Landsat satellites that
have been collecting images
of the Earth’s surface since
1972. These images can be
useful in mapping sediments
of various textures, which
may have different moisture
contents and thereby display
as different colors.

These best-known USGS
maps are also known as 7.5minute quadrangles. More
than 55,000 7.5-minute maps
were made to cover the 48
conterminous states and were
completed in 1992.

Landsat satellites detect the
electromagnetic energy from
the earth and record this
information in seven different
wavelengths in the form of
an image. Different objects
emit different types of
electromagnetic radiation.
Clear water reflects little
radiation, so it looks black.
Pavement and bare ground
reflect a lot of radiation, so
they look bright. Urban areas
usually look light blue-gray.
Vegetation absorbs visible
light but reflects infrared,
making it red in the image.

This image from the Web site
is zoomed into the center of
Allen County where the
confluence of three rivers
coincides with the heart of
Fort Wayne. These rivers are
the Maumee River, the St.
Joseph River, and the St.
Marys River.

Topographic map of the Three Rivers area in Fort Wayne
the Environmental Geology Section
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Infrared image of the Three Rivers area in Fort Wayne
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providing geologic interpretation
Bedrock Geology

IGS DATA SETS

providing access to primary data

Index Map of Allen County

iLITH Records

I-69

Explanation
Antrim Shale (Devonian)
Traverse City Fm. (Devonian)
Detroit River Fm. (Devonian)
Salina Group (Silurian)
Fault (inferred)

Map of Allen County bedrock geology from Plate 2, Fleming, 1994

The bedrock units in Allen County are composed
of Paleozoic limestone, dolomite, and shale,
ranging in age from Silurian to Devonian.
Nowhere is bedrock exposed at the land surface.
In northwestern Allen County, the bedrock is
covered by as much as 300 feet of glacial
material. The glacial materials thin southward and
the bedrock lies 60 to 80 feet below the surface in
the southeastern part of the county.

The bedrock surface is erosional in origin and the
buried surface more or less represents the land
surface that existed prior to the ice age. Fleming
(1994) made the following inferences about the
bedrock surface. The topography of the surface
underlain by the shale forms a broad north-to
northeast-sloping lowland. The parts of the
bedrock surface underlain by limestone and
dolomite of the Traverse City Formation, Detroit
River Formation, and Salina Group generally form
a north-sloping dissected karst plain.

Surficial Geology

I-469

Modified from Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water, waterwell record database (http://www.in.gov/dnr/water/ground_water/well_database/)

iLITH is a database containing water-well records
from the Indiana Department of Natural Resources.
These records were edited by the Indiana
Geological Survey (IGS) for locational accuracy
and the lithologic data were standardized in a
series of tables (Brown and others, 2000). The
graphical interface on the iLITH CD-ROM
(available from the IGS) provides utilities for
viewing and adding data, constructing queries,
and interpreting lithologic descriptions.

The Web site displays the water wells in Allen
County that are contained in the iLITH database.
It is possible to view these records in report form.
The locational data and the lithology data are made
available for each record by clicking on any
water-well point in the Web viewer.

Gamma-Ray Logs
Explanation
alluvial valley
depressions and abandoned sluiceways
sand dunes
ancestral channel

I-69

spits, bars, and small beach ridges
beach ridges
outwash valley, includes alluvium
tunnel valley
eskers and outwash bodies
till plain
end moraine
water-washed till plain

I-469

hummocks of ice-contact drift
lacustrine plain
irregular ice-contact drift
buried till plain
meltwater channel
Map of Allen County surficial geology from Plate 5, Fleming, 1994

The surficial geology map of Allen County depicts
local glacial terrains. These terrains characterize
regions of distinct landscapes whose morphologies
reflect a series of glacial and postglacial events and
processes, and which are underlain by a
sequence of near-surface sediments that are
distinctly related to those processes. These
landscapes include lake plains, end moraines,
till plains, and meltwater channels.

The glacial terrains of Allen County represent
processes that occurred during the most recent
glacial period, the late Wisconsin. These terrains
include silt- and clay-rich lake plains, silty-clay to
clay loam till plains and end moraines, and
stratified sand and gravel meltwater channels.

The gamma-ray log data set of Allen County,
Indiana, contains 208 records collected from water
wells within the county. These records are geophysical logs, which provide reliable lithologic
information (Bleuer, 2004). The locations of these
data are shown in point form on the map. This Web
site allows one to click on each point and bring up
the plotted digital data in PDF format. These PDFs
can be printed or downloaded from the site.

Test holes drilled and logged for the Central Great
Lakes Geologic Mapping Coalition project are
highlighted in red. The drillers’ logs from these
holes were added to the gamma-ray log records,
allowing the user to view the lithologies next to the
log signatures.

Clay Thickness (0-50 ft)
Petroleum Records

I-69

Explanation
0-5 ft
5.1-10 ft
10.1-15 ft
15.1-20 ft
20.1-25 ft
25.1-30 ft
30.1-35 ft
35.1-40 ft
40.1-45 ft
45.1-50 ft

I-469

Map of Allen County thickness of clay within the upper 50 feet

The clay thickness “surface” depicts the amount
of clay in the upper 50 feet of unconsolidated
sediment. It was created using an auto-mapping
technique and data from the iLITH database.
A series of queries were made to extract the
appropriate intervals of clay from each water well.
The surface was constructed in ArcView 3.3, with
the Spatial Analyst Extension using inverse
distance weighted statistics.

The map depicts the average clay thickness
originating from a series of data points with know
values. The color ramp of the surface emphasizes
the end members, which are mostly clay-rich
sediments (in blue) versus mostly granular
sediments (in red). The white areas equate to
sediments that contain a more or less equal
mixture of clay, silt, sand, and gravel.

The Petroleum Database Management System is a
Web application designed to distribute petroleumrelated information from the Indiana Geological
Survey. The database contains information on
more than 70,000 petroleum-related wells drilled
in Indiana. The Map Viewer is an interface that
displays interactive maps of petroleum well data.

The database contains more than 200 records in
Allen County, and can be viewed from this Web
site. Many of these records date back to the 1880s
when the Trenton Field was one of the largest oil
and gas fields. This field extended through a large
portion of north-central Indiana and was largely
depleted many years ago.
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